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The SPA Planetary Section, JUPITER 2014 Apparition DATA SHEET 

 
Opposition: January 5th. Conjunction: July 24th.  

 
The giant planet Jupiter will spend the period between opposition in January and conjunction in July moving 
slowly eastwards through the constellation of Gemini. At opposition Jupiter will sit close to the ecliptic and will 
therefore be some 60 degrees above the southern horizon, from mid-uk latitudes, at midnight on the 5th of 
January. This makes the planet very well placed for observation in the first quarter of 2014. 
  
Jupiter is not only massive in physical size, it being the largest of all planets in the Solar System, but at a little 
over 46” (equatorial diameter) at opposition, it also has the largest visible disk of any observable planet. Only 
Venus can rival it but then only as a narrow crescent when close to Inferior Conjunction.  
 
Through the telescope Jupiter appears banded. The dark bands are called Belts, while the lighter bands are 
called Zones. The most prominent of these are the South & North Equatorial Belts, (SEB & NEB). Together with 
the bright Equatorial Zone (EZ), these form the most active region of the planet. Less prominent belts and zones 
can be observed in both hemispheres and are named according to their latitudes. For example; NTrZ = North 
Tropical Zone. STB = South Temperate Belt and the NPR = North Polar Region. (See illustration on page 2). 
 
Telescopes from 75mm aperture upwards can be put to good use on observing Jupiter’s ever-changing 
cloudscapes. There is available a specially printed SPA Jupiter Observation Form on which one can record 
details of any observations made; it may be downloaded from the SPA Website www.popastro.com. Try not to 
spend any longer than 10 minutes making full disk drawings, as Jupiter’s fast spin will create distortions. Quite 
often the owners of telescopes of 150mm and larger are put off from making disk drawings because of the 
overwhelming amount of detail seen scurrying across the disk. The standard procedure is to draw in the large-
scale features before drawing in the finer detail. After you have made the disk drawing on the form, use the 
adjacent “blank” or outline to list intensity & colour estimates. Also included on the Jupiter report forms is a table 
to write in transit timings, (see GRS notes below for the procedure), There is also a space for plotting the 
positions of the 4 bright moons and a space at the bottom for making notes. 
  
Jupiter shows a pronounced equatorial bulge, that is 15% greater than its polar diameter. This is caused by its 
rapid rate of rotation, which is more than twice as fast as that of Earth. Because Jupiter is a gaseous, fluid body, it 
rotates fastest at the equator, with a gradual fall off in speed towards the poles. However, for observational 
purposes, in the making of transit timings for measuring the longitudinal position and drift of features in the upper 
cloud decks, two standard rotation periods are commonly used. These are referred to as System I and System II. 
For the sake of simplicity, System I occupies the region between the SEB N/edge and the NEB S/edge, or in 
other words everything seen within the EZ. SI rotates once in 9h50m30s. System II occupies all other regions S & 
N of System I and so System II rotates in 9h55m41s. (See illustration on p2). 
 
The Great Red Spot (GRS) Running neck & neck with Olympus Mons on Mars as being the most famous of all 
planetary features, the GRS lies within the Southern Tropical Zone (STrZ) and sits in the GRS “Hollow”, or “Bay” 
as it is sometimes called, which itself lies within the SEB S/edge. The GRS is an anti-cyclonic storm that has 
been raging on Jupiter for probably much longer than 300 years. It was at first assumed to have been discovered 
in 1664 by R Hooke. However, after much deliberation by historians, its discovery seems to belong to G Cassini 
c1665. Measuring 48,000km in longitude and 11,000km in latitude (approximately), it can be seen in apertures 
smaller than 75mm, with quality optics and under good seeing conditions. Although it mainly keeps to latitude 22o 
S, the GRS does drift westward in longitude at a variable rate. It currently occupies S II long’ of 190o, but this will 
change somewhat as the apparition progresses. Its size, colour and internal structure also change with time. The 
study of the behavior and appearance of the GRS is a perennial SPA PS project. With the aid of an accurately set 
timepiece, the observer should make Central Meridian (CM) transit timings of the GRS. Firstly time the preceding 
edge, then the centre and then the following edge. The timings can be accompanied with detailed sketches made 
using an 80A pale blue filter, with notes on its appearance and its colouration. High definition CCD cameras and 
the more popular web camera images can also produce subtle details and colouration within this long-lived storm. 
This is a project that can add extra interest and can also produce results useful to planetary scientists. 
Remember that all features on the disk are best seen in the duration 50 minutes before and 50 minutes after they 
cross the CM.  
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Satellites, It is fascinating to watch this mini Solar system in constant motion. During each orbit all 4 main 
satellites (moons) pass in front of, and behind Jupiter. They also enter and leave Jupiter’s shadow. These events 
are respectively called transits, occultations and eclipses. The shadows cast by the satellites can also be seen to 
transit. Before opposition, the shadow leads the satellite and will be visible on the disk before the satellite itself; 
after opposition the reverse is true. The start and finish of transit events are called Ingress and Egress. For 
occultations and eclipses this can be thought of as basically Disappearance and Reappearance. Mutual events 
between the satellites and their shadows are rare events that occur for over a period of several months once 
about every 6 years and they can be quite spectacular to watch. The events come in 2 types. Occultations occur 
when one satellite crosses in front of another and Eclipses occur when the shadow of one satellite falls upon 
another satellite. Dependant upon the situations, both types of event can be partial, annular or total. At 
Oppposition Jupiter will be tilted (planetocentric declination) slightly at +1.6o as viewed from Earth. This means 
the two poles are seen almost equally with the North Pole only slightly tilted towards us. As a result the four major 
satellites, Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto all pass routinely either across the face of Jupiter or directly behind 
it as they follow their orbits. It is possible to resolve the tiny disks of these planet-sized moons; colouration and 
perhaps even surface markings can be seen with sufficient aperture. If all is in your favour, then have a try and 
you maybe surprised.  
 
Filters, The books suggest that that the filters best suited for visually observing Jupiter are, medium blue, green 
and orange, but not yellow or red! However it is always worth experimenting and I find that red is very useful as it 
gives the opposite aspect to blue light. The blue is useful as it enhances the GRS and the smaller red spot known 
as Oval BA that sits slightly further south than the GRS. For the ruddy brown NEB, try a 44A or 80A filter. A W58 
green filter will also emphasize the cloud belts, white spots/ovals, festoons and the GRS. A W21 Orange filter 
works best on zones, white spots and belts. Filters are open to some degree of experimentation, so see which 
ones suit you best. Of course for all applications an apodising screen is recommended, especially on reflectors. If 
you wish to take images of Jupiter, or any of the planets, using a digital camera then I intend to publish some 
outline notes that may be of help in the society magazine which will cover filter use. 

 
The following table lists the visual aspects of Jupiter, for the 1st of each month of the 2014 apparition up to 
opposition, derived from, The Handbook of the British Astronomical Association 2014. (Copies are available from 
the BAA, for the address please refer to their advert in Popular Astronomy). Of course to keep up to date with 
Jovian activity, read the bi-monthly Planetary Section reports.  
 
Key to table, Mag. = Visual magnitude, Eq. dia. = Equatorial diameter, Pol. dia. = Polar diameter, (where ” = 
seconds of arc). Tilt = refers to the axial tilt in degrees (planetocentric declination) where ‘+’ = North pole facing 
Earth.  
 

0hUT 
1st 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun  July 

Mag’. - 2.6 - 2.6 - 2.4 - 2.4 - 2.0 - 1.9 - 1.8 
Eq. 
dia. 

46.8” 45.5” 42.1” 38.2”  35.1” 32.9” 31.7 

Pol. 
dia. 

43.8” 42.5” 39.3” 35.8” 32.8” 30.8” 29.6 

Tilt +1.6 o +1.6 o +1.6 o +1.6 o +1.5 o +1.3 o + 1.1o 

 
For further observer reference sources and reading, I recommend the following; Popular Astronomy, “Sky Diary”. 
Sky & Telescope, “Guide to the Evening Sky”.  Astronomy Now, “The Night Sky”. Patrick Moore and John 
Mason’s Yearbook of Astronomy 2014. The Planet Observer’s Handbook, Cambridge Press, F.W.Price. And the 
Solar System Observing Guide, Peter Grego. 
 
These notes adapted from an original by Ian S Phelps. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Sketch showing the full Nomenclature was drawn by I Phelps, 215mm f10 Newtonian, x225, 00/08/20, 01:23 UT 
(ANT) III. 
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